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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

DISASTER ONE NAMED EXTERIOR CONTRACTOR OF THE YEAR
BY PIEDMONT TRIAD APARTMENT ASSOCIATION
Greensboro, NC – April 1, 2011 – Disaster One, Inc. has been recognized as Exterior Contractor
of the Year in voting by the Piedmont Triad Apartment Association (PTAA).

The recognition came during the PTAA’s Diamond Awards program March 29, 2011. Vendor
Partner of the Year awards are given in 5 categories - Advertising and Promotions, Exterior
Contractor, Interior Contractor, Professional Services, and Supplier. Winners are determined by
votes of the association’s non-vendor partner members.

“This is quite an honor and we want to thank the PTAA and its members,” said Ras Fenger,
president of Disaster One. “It’s a testament to all the hard work of our employees on a daily
basis, especially the front line technicians and project managers and coordinators.”

The Exterior Contractor of the Year award acknowledges the exemplary restoration services
Disaster One provides to multi-family communities across the Piedmont Triad region of North
Carolina.
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(L-R) Steven Pinter and Ben Kramer of Disaster One accept the Exterior Contractor of the Year award

ABOUT DISASTER ONE
Disaster One is a privately owned and operated restoration company serving commercial and
residential clients since 1977. It is a fully licensed, insured and bonded general contractor
providing restoration services ranging from simple water damage to reconstruction after a major
fire. Headquartered Greensboro, NC, Disaster One also has offices in Raleigh, Charlotte, and
Atlanta.
ABOUT PIEDMONT TRIAD APARTMENT ASSOCIATION

The Piedmont Triad Apartment Association (PTAA) is the leading multi-family housing
organization serving the Piedmont Triad region of North Carolina. It is an advocate for the
industry in local, regional, and national legislative issues. PTAA provides leadership and
resources to its members in order to create and operate apartment communities Triad residents
can trust to meet their housing needs.
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